
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY 
& COLLEGE EMPLOYEES 

BOX 11, Student Union Buildin~ 
UNIVERSITY OF B.C .. 

The Association of University and College Employees calls on 

Premier Barrett to clarify his government's position in relation 

to university operating grantso Specifically, we would ask his 

assurance that the government does not intend to freeze wages of 

university staff at their present low level. 

President Walter Gage of UBC admitted yesterday that recent 

wage increases to university staff "were in general lower than 

those prevailing in the community" .-ana :mplied t:hat it r,,.,i.lJ be 

a.taff wl1e 'suffer a11Jez the new Dm~9et. UBC clerical workers now 

make as little as $408 per month. The government's freezing of 
' I u.J~,C $ 

operating budgets while increash ·J capital grants for new buildings 

suggests that university support staff are once again being forgotten. 

A majority of UBC' s clerical and library workers have joined 

AUCE and the union's application for certification is now before 

the tabor Relations Board. AUCE's objective is to negotiate with 

the UBC administration for a collective agreement which would 

provide for reore reasonable pay scales as well as other benefits. 

The new union, formed by UBC employees, chartered its second 

local Thursday (Feb. 7) at Simon Fraser University. 
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For further information contact AUCE, 224-5613 or Jennifer Clemmons, 

 or Jea'l Rands, ,. 
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The Association of University and College Employees (AUCE) 

calls on Premier Barrett to clarify his government's position in 

relation to university operating grants. Specifically, we would 

ask his assurance that the government does not intend to freeze 

f . . 50--P/\ r J\f1"£( h . wages o university sta /at t eir present low level. 

President Walter Gage of UBC admitted yesterday (Feb. 11) I 
that recent wage increases to university staff "were in general 

k lower than those prevailing in the communit ~ al).d il'ttp'iied that 

it will be staff who will suffer under the new budget a UBC clerical 

workers now make as little as $»I $408 per month. The government's 
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freezing of operating budgets while increasing f1capital grants for 

new buildings suggests that university support staff are once again 

being forgotten. 

A majority of UBC~s clerical and library workers have joined 

AUCE and the union's application for certif~cation is now before 

the Labor Relations Board. AUCE's objective is to negotiate with 

the UBC administration for a collective agreement which 'WOUld 

provide for more reasonable pay scales as well as otherkmt benefits. 
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